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The alt-right 
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Re: The alt-right 
Dy wood » 05 Oct 2016, 07:25 

What's up with the way that one guy walks? He looks like he has broken ankles. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply> a 9 

an 

Re: The alt-right 
Dby Deano » 06 Oct 21 

‘{fquore 

Thoughts 
Of course Davis fucking Aurini was involved in this, it was probably his idea being the absurd peacock he is. 
Of course they don’t have enough friends to have someone else operating the camera so all of them could appear in the same shot. 

Location: Smarkplex Cit 
Mental Block: Worked into a shoot. 
Favorite Porn: Asuka/N. Cross feud 

am 

Re: The alt-right 
Dy wood » 06 Oct 2016, 08:55 
Ora tripod. Because that would be the other logical step 

NIGHTFALCON 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > 1@ 9 

HONOE ROLL 

Posts: 21474 
Joined: 009, 14:30 
TRC Nick fuckinstupid 
Mood: Recycling, 

an 9 

Re: The alt-right 
Diby Deano » 06 Oct 2016, 09:12 

‘{fauoTe 

Hitting on the idea of using a tripod would require any of them to have any knowledge about filmmaking basics, and it's pretty clear from The Sarkeesian Effect that Davis Aurini does not. 

(TE AND FRIENDSHIP 
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Re: The alt-right 
Dby wood » 06 Oct 2016, 0 
Skulls: 239 in stock, 
Tripods: N/A 

NIGHTFALCON 
Don't give Rus: 
Reply = 1@ 9 

reconds 0g 
1n shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

JOP ROLL 

Re: The alt-right 
Dy Maliciose » 05 Oct 2016, 14:01 

if aurini and jordan Owen were a tag team they'd be called bulk and skull 



westzodiac: Ge ) (The Twins) a SS ease 
thank you fro reading Bu 
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Re: The alt-right {fouore: 
Dby wood » 08 Oct 2016, 01:38 

HONOR ROLL 

love how the alt-right produces this shit and thinks “this will really get under their skin’ but people just look at it and think “that's stupid.’ 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply + 1a 9 

Re: The alt-right 7 {fauoTe: 
Dby dan » 08 Oct 2016, 12:03 

‘even worse: that's a Tim Heidecker song & these fucking morons can't comprehend when theyre being made fun of 

Posts: 3986 
Joined: 09 May 2010, 18:04 
Location: tacos! tacos! tacos! taco 

I Block: hillarymen 
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Re: The alt-right 7 {fauore 
Dby wood » 16 Nov 2046, 01:35 
Well, a top Breitbart guy is now in charge of strategy at the Whitehouse. 

So this thread is now going to get rather expansive. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Dor't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times, 
Reply > 1g 9! 

wood 

HONOR ROLL 

Posts: 21474 
Joined: 09 May 2003, 14:30 
TRE Wk: Fuckinstupid 
Mood: Recycling 
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‘Square Re: The alt-right 
Oby hot jughead » 16 Nov 2046, 01:38 
im still legit reeling from this 

like it was wild enough 2 see this bizarre fringe shit see mass acknowledgement at all but fuckin’ the breitbart fucker fs literally in the white house directly telling the president all his crazy anti-semite shit instead of just writing it online 

what the FUCK 

hot jughead 
THE BIG BAD 6 
Posts: 3926: 
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Location: ice hell 
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Re: The alt-right ‘favore: 
Dby wood » 16 Nov 2016, 15:46 
‘Twitter just suspended a bunch alt right accounts. 

http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news ... /93943194/ 

‘Mostly on the advice of the SPLC. 

SO, fucking finally, right? 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 7: om 
Reply > 1@ 3! 



Re: The alt-right 
Dby wood » 23 Nov 2016, 03:28 

‘Hail Trump!: Richard Spencer Speech Excerpts 

‘HAIL 
TRUMP" 

‘ 

This is... 

disconcerting to say the least. 

6 seconds ago NIGHTFALCON 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply + 1g 9 

Re: The alt-right 
Diby wood » 30 Nov 2016, 01:55 
After changing their name from “nazis” to “alt-right’ the people in the “alt-right" have found that people still have negative reactions to them because they act like nazis. Solution: change the name again to “new right’ 

bf Paul Joseph Watson 

There are two ‘Alt-Rights’ 
‘One is more accurately described as the New Right. These people like to wear 
MAGA hats, create memes & have fun. 
They include whites, blacks, Asians, latinos, gays and everyone else. These 
are the people who helped Trump win the election. 
The other faction likes to fester in dark comers of sub-reddits and obsess 
about Jews, racial superiority and Adolf Hitler. 
This is a tiny fringe minority, They had no impact on the election, 
Guess which faction the media is giving all the attention to? 

Paul Joseph Watson ©) 
@PrisonPlanet 

The New Right vs the Alt-Right. 
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¥ Follow 
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5 years from now expect it to be called something else. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > ag 9 

Re: The alt-right 
Dby hot jughoad » 30 Nov 2016, 02:02 
yep, all those gay latino blacks on the prison planet, just wearing hats and loving memes and loving life, total non-weirdos 

fuckin’ hell these cartoon motherfuckers 

HVE 70 

Re: The alt-right 
Dy hot jughead » 30 Nov 2016, 02:03 
the desperation of "I HAVE A BLACK FRIEND" types post-#notyourshield a real wonderful illustration of how lazily craven attempts at crossing the afsle are by neo-nazis 

“oh welll invent black ppl who are on our side, thattl fool real black ppl and turn the tide for us and totally own the bad whites, definitely” 

Re: The alt-right 
Dby wood » 12 Dec 2016, 12:22 
| hope every Star Wars film ever made from now on excites this kind of furor in the alt-right. 

http://www.wehuntedthemammoth.com/2016/ ... gineering/ 

| don't even care if the films are good or not. As long as they keep inspiring these whiteboy cotts that fail miserably (cause it's fi 

BEBIMR] NISHTFALCON 45 seconds ago 

ding Star Wars) then | can laugh a little. 
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Re: The alt-right 
Dby hot jughead » 12 Dec 2016, 12:29 

eT ee ee a FT ee ee ee 

‘quore 

yeah ive gotta say im rly rly happy w/ how militant conservative geeks have been losing their minds like "JEWS STOLE STAR WARS AND GAVE IT 2 WOMEN & THE BLACKS” cuz like, good, fuck off you awful nerds, go jerk off 2 tolkien or 
whatever 

Re: The alt-right 
Dby hot jughead » 12 Dec 2016, 12:95 

“ 
Star Wars should remain as a simple story of good vs evil. Not a propaganda machine to push a political agenda/ opinion. 

like 

did you watch any of these movies??? 

Everything is EVIL 

{fauore 

george lucas made a fucking like eight hour trilogy abt fascism’s roots in populist appeals during trying economic times, this was a prequel 2 his eight hour trilogy abt how the viet cong were justified, like absolutely is there simplistic 
cartoon morality at play but if these fuckin’ ppl don't think george lucas was also making huge obvious clumsy political statements all the while then fd like 2 know how exactly they can claim 2 be such rabid & deeply wounded fans?7272? 

this is also 2 not even say anything of how even if it was just “a simple story of good vs. evil" that like, the ppl all these nutters are identifying w/ are all stil the evil-coded characters who get murdered and whose deaths are literally 
celebrated w/ a bonfire & dancing 

Re: The alt-right 
Dby wood » 13 Dec 2046, 01:52 

66 hot jughead wrote: 

Everything is EVIL 

{(auore 

this fs also 2 not even say anything of how even if it was just ’a simple story of good vs. evil’ that like, the ppl all these nutters are identifying w/ are all still the evil-coded characters who get murdered and whose deaths are literally celebrated 
w/a bonfire & dancing. 

That's true with a few of them, they definitely identify with the bad guys. But | think quite a few of them (confusingly) have a much shallower motivation than that. It seems they have concluded "I liked these films when | was younger and 
| grew up to be a xenophobe, chauvinist and white supremacist, therefore all new chapters should cater to that view.” Which means that the height of what they took away from these films was pew pew lasers exciting and absolutely 
nothing else. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 s sonds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
Reply > i Bt 

Re: The alt-right 
Dby wood » 13 Dec 2046, 02:07 

‘{SauoTe 

Like the empire is still the empire. In effect nothing has changed. Except maybe the name in episode 7. It's all the same guys and the same trappings. It just so happens that now one of the many (MANY) people fighting the exact same 
organisation has boobs and a few more of them than before are slightly less white. So when they say that “it's a simple battle between good and evil’ what they are really saying is that they didn't even take the most basic premise away 
from the original trilogy. Cause it's the same fucking battle. So much so that some critics even (rightfully) point out that this is a drawback to the newer films, in that there is almost too much similarity. 

Its like they found out that the American revolution wasn't exclusively fought by white men and decided it lost all meaning despite no other parameters changing. 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
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